
           Benefits
A force multiplier on the ground, LEADNAV GPS 
brings it all together. Taking pre planning, coordination 
and the power to deviate from that plan, into the field 
with the operator.

- Superior technology and performance over all standard 
single purpose GPS units
- Operator built and designed specifically for use  off the 
grid
- Mission organized for easy distribution and 
collaboration of files
- Running on a multipurpose platform with unlimited 
capabilities
- A publicly available application, allowing worldwide 
distribution and utilization.
- Customizable applications 
       *See LN-ENTERPRISE program

- Universal GPX file format allows for 
cross platform work between all external 
software suites and applications
- Designed for professional grade map 
imagery hosting via satellite and aerial 
collection
- Back end data and map hosting 
options 

       Compatibility

Features         
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- Organize collections with Tracks, Routes and Markers 
built per mission, area of operation or event
- Store and study offline satellite and terrain map imagery 
in the field
- Build out areas with fixed Markers (points of interests) 
with audio visual open terrain guidance “Come left, Come 
Right, Hold Heading” per point
- Build point to point Routes with audio and visual rally 
style voice guidance
- Share individual GPS files or entire mission packets via 
device to device share, email, file server
- Options to host private mapping and data for the group
- Coordinate and communicate with real-time group 
tracking between units in the field via cellular/WiFi data or 
our LN-IRIDIUM satellite equipment and groundbreaking 
service 
      *See LN-BLOWOUT/LN-IRIDIUM

www.leadnavsystems.com

- Built for iOS iPhone and iPad offering 
the highest level of performance and 
stability
- No cellular data needed

      System Requirements

  LN Software  

Built for the operator by the operator to fill the needs of those who work and play “off the grid”

             Mission Planning, Navigation, Coordination, and Communication
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At the core of our system is the revolutionary GPS application LEADNAV 
GPS. Designed from the ground up to provide off the grid mission planning, 
coordination and navigation. LEADNAV GPS lets you study satellite imagery, 
build a route with audio cues, and then run that route without ever leaving the 
app. All of the information you need is right at your fingertips. 

   LEADNAV GPS Application


